
DESCRIPTION
Use the description field to play off your image. Create a mini blog post, story or

thought to capture people's attention. Try and ensure each post has a caption.  

Facebook:  Include a link to your webpage or other relevant clickable source. 

   

Instagram:  Because instagram doesn't allow clickable links in the description,

using ' @yourinstagramnamehere' allows people to quickly click back to your

profile to where your only clickable link is which is generally your website or call

to action link. Make sure to include this in each 

Twitter:  Your description is limited to 140 characters. Use it wisely, keep your

post short and to the point and leave space for a hashtag and a call to action link.

S O C I A L  M E D I A  
S T R A T E G Y

There is so much more to social media than simply posting content.  

Some might even call it an art. It's the way in which you go about making 

your content enticing and visible to your ideal audience; keeping them 

interested, wanting more and ultimately contacting you for your services or 

products.

YOU'VE GOT YOUR CONTENT... NOW WHAT?

Consistency is where a lot of people fall short. People like to know 

what to expect. Choose a posting schedule and stick to it. whether  

you want to post daily, every other day or once a week. Make sure to  

commit to that schedule so your audience will know when to check for a post. 

Recommended average posting frequency:  

Instagram: 1-2/day between 8-9am or after 4pm 

Facebook:  1/day between 1-4pm 

Twitter:  Up to 15x/day anytime

CONSISTENCY



S O C I A L  M E D I A  
S T R A T E G Y

Instagram:  Instagram is a visual platform first and foremost, so when using it for 

business, it is important to ensure your layout is cohesive, tells a story and/or is 

aesthetically pleasing at first glance. Choosing a pattern to display your posts is 

always a good idea to keep your feed looking streamlined and not chaotic.  

Facebook:  Facebook is set up in a single post feed so it is also important to 

create some type of symmetry with your posts and to allow a flow of new 

information.  

Twitter:  Twitter is great for the spartic minded. Share a quick thought, news 

update or post, anytime in any order within reason, but if you are sharing or 

posting the same content from instagram or facebook to twitter you may choose 

to keep to the same schedule as them, more or less, to make your life easier. 

VISUAL LAYOUT

ENGAGEMENT
This is one of the biggest ways you will get found on social media and also one of

the most time consuming. You need to like, comment and follow other people.

The more you do this, the more likely people will discover who you are. 

When you come accross an image you like, liking it is great, but leaving a

comment is an almost sure fire way to grab that person's attention. Chances are

they haven't found your account on thier own, but now that you've commented

on theirs, they are likely to click back to your account, like some posts and follow

you back. ( This is similar to retweeting for twitter). 

Know your target audience. What is your demographic and ideal customer? Who 

would be most interested in your service or product? Figure out who you're 

trying to reach and speak to them directly through your marketing. 

TARGET



S O C I A L  M E D I A  
S T R A T E G Y

Every platform is different, use each one as indicated. Add a thoughtful

description, Include a call to action, '@yournamehere' or website link, be

consistent, plan your post layouts, know who you are targeting, spend time

engaging with other accounts to increase exposure and use relevant hashtags.  

These are the basic starting tools to a maintaining a successful social media

account.  

Building a strong following takes time and patience. If you are able to start with

these few tips, you are well on your way! 

OVERVIEW

Hashtags are like keywords that help people find what they are looking for. 

You will need them to gain traction to your post. If you're selling ice cream 

you would want to use relevant but not too overly common) hashtags to be

discovered. If they are too common your post might get lost in the abyss. Try

#icecream #creamy #cold #21flavors #dessertlover etc. 

Instagram:  Instagram allows for up to 30 hashtags, we recommend using them

all. Post them in your first comment and not your description to avoid appearing

spammy. Use 5 dots (....) before the start of your first tag to hide them in the

comments.. You can store hashtag combinations in your phone/computers notes

for easy copy and paste, or create keyboard shortcuts.   

Facebook:  Hashtags aren't as common on facebook and you will rarely see them

used, however, studies have shown that using one hashtag can boost

performance.  

Twitter:  1 hashtag is all that is needed. More than 1 can decrease engagement by

17%.

HASHTAGS
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